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Publisher: Panini Comics - Special Edition Authors: Alan Moore (screenplay), Dave Gibbons (art) and John Higgins (colours). Price: R$120.00 Number of pages: 456 Release date: March 2009 Summary: In 1985, in a world in which the United States and the Soviet Union live on the brink of nuclear war, the assassination of a comedian, a
former crime fighter, may sound almost like something ordinary. But not for the paranoid Rorschach. After the vigilantes were removed due to pressure from the police, he was the only one who continued his activities in the streets. Even against the law. Now Rorschach wants to know who killed the comedian, who for years performed
services in the mornings of the government. And for whatever reason. And the deeper Rorschach is in the investigation, the more former crime fighters are involved; and more seemed like a stupid conspiracy theory gaining momentum. Positive/Negative: Any comic book reader with a little more baggage knows that Watchmen is a superb
work. It's one of the best comics of all time and, along with The Dark Knight, one of the absolute landmarks of the superhero market, as it turned out that the story of creatures wearing collared clothes can, yes, be an adult. Alan Moore gives a script class. Not only when building a site, but using resources such as metalanguage. The way
the texts of the sub-plot (for example, Tales of the carrier) fit into the main story, at least, ingeniously. And all this use and binding - and well - concepts such as the world politics of the 1980s, fractal theories, relativity, chaotic systems, physics and time travel. Moore makes it seem simple that in less skilful hands will be very, very difficult.
He knows the shortcuts to build a great story. The screenwriter still leaves the reader with a bitter taste in his mouth at the end, as it is hard not to be forced to accept the plan of Ozimlandas. Watchmen made characters that only appeared in this adventure, became icons of the genre. And to think that the honor was to be Charlton comic
book superheroes. How hard it is! Especially today, seeing the current fate of Captain Atom/Monarch, Blue Beetle, missing peacemaker, etc. Just remember that without it, we certainly would not have seen such works as Power, Planetary, Higher, Civil War and many others. Set magazine recently listed dozens of works that drank from
this source, including in the movie. Or does anyone doubt where the inspiration came from, for example, in order for superheroes to be forced to retire in the Super-Family picture? And all the while, at the same time, a fantastic tribute and fierce criticism of the superhero genre. In art, Dave Gibbons achieved something that for many would
have built pages that are at the same level of perfection as Moore's. Not only is the beautiful footprint and a very competent story, the symmetry that exists between several of these pages (something that the reader needs special attention to observe) is one thing to appreciate countless times. Note, for example, the first and last pages of
history. One is a mirror image of the other - even in opposite frames. And with John Higgins' new colouring, the look became even more exciting. It's definitely not that the work collects awards around the world to this day. Time Magazine has selected Watchmen as one of the 100 best English-language works of all time. More than twenty
years after the release of Watchmen remains very relevant. Although Richard Nixon is president of the United States and the Cold War climate is in the air all the time. Nothing gets in the way. It is an indescribable feeling of rereading the watchmen several times and always faced with a new feeling. Also, even knowing the ending, reading
remains exciting. For this reason, it is a work that should be reissued whenever possible, so that new readers (not just comics) have the opportunity to know this jewel of consistent art. After being published twice by Abril and once by Via Lettera, Panini resumed it in one volume in hardcover and couch paper equivalent to the American
Absolute Watchmen, and in two editions on Pisa Brite paper and the price is more in mind. Graphically, the finish of the album is flawless, the best watchmen were to date in Brazil. Right for more than 20 pages of extras such as texts by Alan Moore (about the work and creation of characters) and Dave Gibbons, sketches, covers around
the world and even an excerpt from the original script. But there is a problem: the review is a work that has improved significantly in recent months at Panini, but, oddly enough, not an issue that comes with the label's final on the cover. Mistakes, of course, happen, and many of them have to be re-taken, but not when some are perceptible
with a quick spell check. Check out some of them below. 85 - I don't win to stay to deal with monsters (the phrase is meaningless; maybe it was I didn't win to deal with monsters); 92nd - Davidstown and God were sororded with initials in the lower letter register, which is corrected below; p. 95 - davidstown is again written with the initial in
the bottom letter; page 96 - ... various corpses were overpriced; page 104 - All cases; page 105 - ... this optimism lasted all 40 years; page 106 - after much thought, concludes (the correct, in context, is); page 113 - our affection; page 138 - ... in search of weapons; page 139 - ... seems extremely desirable ( is inevitable); page 172 - ... so
much that you finish it (without the emphasis on finishing it); page 173 - ... took care of excellent publications; page 258 - ... Christmas became blinder (it would have been early); page 318 - When you were paid... (right how much); page 354 - Antiquity (Antiquity is correct, even before the atographic reform that eliminated the three); page
356 - Samarakanda (correct - Sakane, city in Uzbekistan); page 366 - ... aforma huge (lack of space in the form); page 375 - ... Talking to a retired superhero (retired); page 412 - ... say bad things. In addition, there is erroneous and constant use where, not in any or in this. And there was also an error of information: on page 354
Ozimandias mentions that Alexander the Great died at the age of 31. At 356, he says the death was at the age of 33. The right one is the second one. Since the work has been printed so far without changes in the spelling review, the publisher - who is already rotating the album again due to good sales - has a good excuse for conducting
a more accurate review and organizing these misconceptions. Watchmen deserve it. Of course, Watchmen is a work worthy of the highest note. However, as this review is about editing itself, not just the story, this series of blunders has caused something unimaginable for this designer: taking half a point of score. Classification. Stores
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